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Commercial Activity at CCAFS
• Commercial space operations thriving at CCAFS
• 45 SW agreements with eight commercial companies
• Nine launch complexes leased/licensed to 
commercial/non-federal entities
• ULA – Complex 37 and 41
• SpaceX – Complex 40 and 13
• Blue Origin – Complex 11 and 36
• Moon Express – Complex 17 and 18
• Space Florida - Complex 46 
• Two more launch pads pending
• Firefly (Complex 20) and Relativity (Complex 16)
• In preliminary talks with five more companies
• Leased/licensed 102 facilities with over 930,000 square 
feet of space worth over $491M
Complex 41 – Atlas V  
Complex 40 – Falcon 9
Complex 37 – Delta IV, Delta IV Heavy
Complex 17/18 – Moon Express
Complex 20 – Alpha
Complex 16 – Terran
Complex 36 & 11:  New Glenn
Complex 13 – Falcon Landing
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• Launch cadence climbing at steady 
rate
• Commercial represents an ever 
increasing percentage of launches
• 2008 – 14%; 2018 – 54%
• Autonomous Flight Safety Systems 
allow for faster launch cadence
• New vehicles and large satellite 
constellations will push launch rates 
even higher
Drive to 48
• Launch rate projected to continue 
climbing
• 11 potential new launch vehicles in the 
next 5 years
• Emerging satellite constellations from 
SpaceX, OneWeb, Kuiper (Amazon)
• Actual launch rates dependent on 
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CX 46; 19 launch
• Launch pad
• Safety
• Range
45 SW Support:
CST-100
CX-41, CY19 launch
• Safety
• Range
45 SW Support:
Dragon-2
CX-39A, CY19 launch
• Facilities 
• Safety
• Range
Dream Chaser
CX-41, CY20 launch
KSC SLF Landing
45 SW Support:
• Safety
• Range
Future Launch Vehicles
